Development of Amplifier integrated circuits based on graphene field effect transistors
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Abstract

Flexible electronics has drawn attentions for both research and industry. Applications such as wireless communication for internet of things (IoT) demand high speed, mechanically robust flexible devices. Graphene is still regarded as a promising channel material applied for flexible RF devices. It has excellent electronic and mechanical properties [1,2]. High frequency flexible Graphene field-effect transistors (GFETs) with good mechanical stability have been reported[3]. Transistors are particularly important as they are the core of amplifiers, which are essential part of communication modules. However, for real applications, only transistor is not enough. The transistor fabrication yield, the development of flexible passive components and their integration with active GFETs are also important issues that need to be considered. To date, only a few amplifier measurements or simulations for flexible and rigid graphene technologies have been reported [4-6]. In [4] a high performance and flexible transistors have been characterized in source and load pull configuration to analyze high frequency noise and power gain. The results are impressive but the reference plane is set at the input and the output of the transistor therefore neglecting the losses in the passive elements, which are important in real circuits.

Here we propose a flexible amplifier design based on our graphene transistors and flexible passive components. The transistors were first fabricated on kapton substrate and fully characterized at DC and RF. A substrate bonding free process allowed a relatively high yield of 82%. To demonstrate mechanical robustness, we performed fatigue test that consisted of 1000 times cycling of dynamic bending and verified that graphene quality and device performance before and after fatigue test is maintained. The material quality was assessed by Raman, the performances were derived from S-parameters measurements. Flexible capacitors and inductors were also well developed. Finally, based on our fabricated flexible GFETs and passive elements, an amplifier was designed. The design consist of two LC matching circuits and achieves a 4dB gain at a frequency of 5 GHz, which may be relevant for applications since it cover the lower band of the 5G standard. The impact of transistors variability on the amplifier performances will be also discussed.
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